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Maths 

At the bottom of the page, you will find today’s multiplication practice. 

In the same way as yesterday, please follow the below link to find today’s Maths lesson. 

 
 https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/ 

Watch the video about multiplying fraction by fractions and then follow the link to BBC Bitesize to 

find some work to do on the matter. 

 

 

English 

I imagine most of you have been progressing through the planning of your portal story at your own 

pace. If you have been trying to stick to my suggestions each day, you probably found yesterday’s 

planning session quite time consuming. In order to come up with some real imagination firing and 

emotion stirring lines it really is important to put time and effort into that stage. Use the picture to 

fire your own imagination and shape that imagination around the sentence structures and 

punctuation that I have taught you. If you feel that you would like another day spent coming with 

the perfect sentences/small paragraphs/descriptive phrases, then do that today. If you put real 

effort into this bit for two days in a row, it won’t be time wasted. The ideal situation to be in is to 

start writing your story and already have a large bank of sentences and descriptive chunks to hand 

which perfectly fit the setting and mood of each phases of the story. These can then be slotted in 

and amended to fit the story as you go along. Don’t feel guilty if you spend two full days doing this to 

get your wording just right. Provided you genuinely are being industrious about it, it isn’t a waste of 

time.  

 

If you feel you have put in the necessary time and effort with the planning stage, you can make a 

start writing the first phase of your story.  Think carefully how you will open your story. The first few 

sentences need to hook the reader. There are different ways that you can do this: 

Start with action – the very first line can be about somebody (keep them nameless for a few 

sentences to add to the mystery) running from something. Don’t make it clear what the urgency is 

about to begin with keep. Keep it vague and mysterious. Somebody could be running, breathing 

heavily, hiding, listening out for footsteps following them. Then it could transpire that it is a child 

playing hide and seek or something with their siblings. Maybe somebody is hiding after stealing a 

biscuit from the kitchen and while hiding they find the portal. 
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Start with dialogue – You could introduce your main character through conversation/argument with 

somebody else. Perhaps a parent has forbidden your character from going to a certain place in the 

forest and the story starts mid argument. You can get some good character description across 

through argument.  

Grand Sweeping description -  It starts on a grand scale and slowly focusses in on the character’s 

immediate situation. This style aims to create an almost cinematic visual in the mind of the reader. It 

will require expertly and elegantly constructed sentences. Try to use more interesting and poetic 

language. Don’t say the sun was setting behind the hill. Say it was melting into the landscape. Don’t 

say the bees were buzzing amongst the flowers. Say the bees were lazily dancing with the flowers. 

Start with a high up, bird’s-eye description which focusses on the weather and landscape and then 

begins to get closer to the character and focussing on the things that he or she can see up close.  

 

Whichever opening you choose, don’t start with One sunny day… 

Don’t rush this. I will give you at least Wednesday and Thursday to write this and maybe another day 

for proof reading and perfecting.  Make this the best piece of writing that you have done all year.  

If you lose motivation, hunt up some pictures on the internet of your chosen setting to try to fire up 

your imaginations again.  

Don’t forget adverbs to describe how people do and say things. They are an easy, low effort way to  

keep the reader engaged.  

 

 

 

Challenge 3 

Continue with your Ancient Greece research. 
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12 X 9=  8 X 3=  7 X 7=  7 X 6=  5 X 6=  4 X 9= 

 

6 X 3=  11 X 9=  9 X 8=  8 X 4=  7 X 6=  6 X 9= 

 

8 X 8=  4 X 9=  10 X 7=  3 X 2=  6 X 4=  5 X 7= 

 

7 X 5=  6 X 7=  5 X 9=  12 X 4=  3 X 4=  8 X 11= 

 

4 X 7=  5 X 12=  7 X 6=  5 X10=  8 X 4=  3 X 9= 

 

3 X 2=  4 X 9=  11 X 7=  10 X 4=  3 X 3=  9 X 6= 

 

5 X 8=  4 X 6=  2 X 3=  4 X 3=  3 X6=   4 X 7= 

 

9 X 7=  2 X 3=  2 X 3=  12 X 4=  5 X 10=  6 X 5= 

 

8 X 11=  10 X 4=  4 X 2=  6 X 9 =  7 X 8=  7 X 3= 

 

7 X 4=  5 X 9=  7 X 6=  12 X 3=  8 X 9=  9 X 8= 
 


